“Systems Engineering is an interdisciplinary approach and means to enable the realization of successful systems. It focuses on defining customer needs and required functionality early in the development cycle, documenting requirements, then proceeding with design synthesis and system validation while considering the complete problem: Operations, Performance, Test, Manufacturing, Cost & Schedule, Training & Support, Disposal. Systems Engineering integrates all the disciplines and specialty groups into a team effort forming a structured development process that proceeds from concept to production to operation. Systems Engineering considers both the business and the technical needs of all customers with the goal of providing a quality product that meets the user needs.”

CIISE18, the INCOSE Italia Conference on Systems Engineering, with its three-days program, is the forth full-fledged event of this type organized by the Italian Chapter of the International Council on Systems Engineering (INCOSE), and it is set to become a recurring event.

The conference program has been structured to address the main elements of the INCOSE mission: share, promote and advance the best of Systems Engineering. In particular, the program is characterized by the following main elements: (i) four Keynote Speakers; (ii) five Paper Sessions (Systems of Systems Engineering; Model Based Systems Engineering; Systems Engineering in Aerospace and Defense; Project Management and Systems Engineering Integration; Industrial Methods and Application); (iii) four Tutorials on Systems Engineering (“Mini-School”); (iv) a session dedicated to the three AISE Working Groups (Verification, Validation, and Testing; PM and SE Integration; Operations and Maintenance); (v) a final Round-Table.

In particular, the following four keynote speakers addressed main conference themes: (i) Grady Booch, Chief Scientist for Software Engineering at IBM Research where he leads IBM's research and development for embodied cognition. His lecture was concerned with the implications for the system development lifecycle of the integration in software-intensive systems of components that are programmed together with components that learn; (ii) Alessandro Musumeci, President of the Computer Management Club of Rome. The lecture presented some relevant experiences on the exploitation of Systems Engineering practices in public organizations and enterprises; (iii) Michael Pennotti, Distinguished Service Professor and the former Director of Systems and Software Programs in the School of Systems and Enterprises at Stevens Institute of Technology. The lecture called “Answering the Call for Technical Leaders” described how systems engineers’ leadership emerges not from the processes systems engineers have developed but from the thought process through which they developed them; (iv) Diego Perini, leader of the mechanical design office in the engineering department at CERN, the European Centre for Nuclear Research. The lecture called “Complex systems and challenging mechanical structures for high energy physic experiments. Some

examples from the Neutrino Platform” described some basic common characteristics of the equipment involved in the Neutrino platform and how these concepts are implemented in several experiments under design or construction to study the behavior of neutrinos.

The aim of the five paper sessions, with a selection of peer-reviewed works, was to provide Systems Engineering professionals, researchers and organizations to share knowledge and exchange and compare experiences and, ultimately, to create new opportunities for future collaborations and synergies. In particular, the:

- **Systems of Systems Engineering** session, focused on the challenges in managing the level of complexity of modern Systems of Systems. The following papers have been presented in this session:
  - **Modeling Information Systems as Systems of Systems.** Paolo Salvaneschi (Università di Bergamo);
  - **Using BPMN and HLA for SoS engineering: lessons learned and future directions.** Alberto Falcone, Alfredo Garro (Università della Calabria), Andrea D'Ambrogio (Università di Roma Tor Vergata) and Andrea Giglio (Università Guglielmo Marconi);
  - **A Tailoring of the Unified Architecture Framework's Meta-Model for the Modeling of Systems-of-Systems.** Lorenzo Fornaro (Leonardo), Lucio Tirone (Fincantieri), Emanuele Guidolotti (Aster).

- **Model Based Systems Engineering** session, mainly devoted to present experiences in using innovative model-based approaches for enabling systems design and analysis. The following papers have been presented in this session:
  - **Synopsis of the MBSE, Lean and Smart Manufacturing in the product and process design for an assessment of the strategy "Industry 4.0".** Eugenio Brusa (Politecnico di Torino);
  - **Car Brake industrial design using MBSE and Trade-Off Analysis by executing SysML Model.** Carmelo Tommasi (NoMagic Italy);
  - **Application of the Model Based Systems Engineering Approach for Modern Warship Design.** Massimiliano Manfredi, Lucio Tirone (Fincantieri).

- **Systems Engineering in Aerospace and Defense** session, focused on the applications of systems engineering methods, tools and best practices in the aerospace and defense domains. The following papers have been presented in this session:
  - **A through-life, integrated and concurrent engineering methodology for the responsive development of large and complex space systems.** Luciano Pollice, Alberto Boschetto, Luana Bottini, Paolo Gaudenzi, Gianluca Palermo (Università di Roma La Sapienza), Michael Gschweitl (RUAG Schweiz AG), Marco Lisi (ESA - ESTEC);
  - **Reference Missile Functional Architecture, addressing design in a multinational Defense Company.** Giulio Telleschi, Andrea Caroni (MBDA Italy), Ed Willingham (MBDA UK) and Pierre-Henri Pradel (MBDA France);
  - **Virtual engineering of a naval weapon system based on the heterogeneous simulation implemented through the MBSE.** Eugenio Brusa, Davide Ferretto and Jean Michel Cervasel (Politecnico di Torino);
  - **The exploitation of the COSMO-SkyMed Interoperability, Expandability, Multimission-Multisensor capabilities for the SIASGE System of Systems.** Luca Fasano, Giuseppe Francesco De Luca (Agenzia Spaziale Italiana);
  - **Promoting a-priori interoperability of HLA based Simulations in the Space domain: the SISO Space Reference FOM initiative.** Bjorn Moller (Pitch Technologies), Alfredo Garro, Alberto Falcone (Università della Calabria), Edwin Z. Crues and Daniel E. Dexter (NASA Johnson Space Center)

- **Project Management and Systems Engineering Integration** session, aimed to collects, experiments and apply new or existing methodologies, methods and techniques to support systems engineering programs. The following papers have been presented in this session:
  - **On the Importance of Simulation in Enabling Continuous Delivery and Evaluating Deployment Pipeline Performance.** Andrea D’ambrogio (Università di Roma Tor Vergata), Alberto Falcone, Alfredo Garro (Università della Calabria) and Andrea Giglio (Università Guglielmo Marconi);
  - **Assessment and Tailoring of Technical Processes: A practitioners experience.** Dr. David Ward, Harsha Vardhan Pichika (Flex Design), Dr. Monica Rossi, Brendan Patrick Sullivan (Politecnico di Milano);
  - **On the Performance Prediction Capabilities of the eBPMN-based Model-driven Method for Business Process Simulation.** Paolo Bocciarelli, Andrea D’Ambrogio, Emiliano Paglia (Università di Roma Tor Vergata) and Andrea Giglio (Università Guglielmo Marconi);
  - **BIM and Agent-Based Model Integration for Construction Management Optimization.** Francesco Livio Rossini, Gabriele Novembri, Antonio Fioravanti (Università di Roma La Sapienza).
The AISE Working Group Session was dedicated to the presentation of the activities of workgroups operating at AISE-INCOSE Italia. In particular, the WG on “Verification Validation, and Test” was coordinated by Carlo Leardi (Tetrapak); (ii) the WG on “PM and SE Integration” was coordinated by Davide Fierro (INAF – Istituto Nazionale di Astrofisica); (iii) the WG on “Operations and Maintenance” was coordinated by Vittorio Torroni (Serco).

In the end, the purpose of the final Round-Table, and of the set of Invited Talks from representatives of Administration, Defence, Academic, Research and Industrial organizations, was not only to summarize the CIISE 2018 event, but also to identify future action items. In particular, highlight the strategic role that Systems Engineering can play in supporting the economic growth and competitiveness enhancement of Italy “country system” but also to encourage governmental and industrial support for research and educational programs that will improve the systems engineering process and its practice.

This Proceedings volume contains the nine full papers and six industrial papers presented during the paper sessions and that have been selected through an anonymous peer-review process.

Last but not least, the Organizing Committee would like to thank all the authors of the scientific contributions and demos, the reviewers, and the sponsors of CIISE18 whose joint efforts allowed this event to become real and made possible to realize such successful initiative. We are very proud of it and we consider it an important achievement for the INCOSE Italian Chapter.
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